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T's Pocket Pillows
If you have any questions or need help contact me at tstitchesandcrafts@gmail.com
Happy Sewing! T :-)
http://www.tstitchesandcrafts.webs.com/
I hope my idea of building a sandwich makes it easier for you. :-)
Once you have cut your pieces out it is time to make a half cheese sandwich. :-)
Please ask before using this pattern for anything other than personal use. Thank You :-)

Fold In-Half

the fabric once folded.

"Bread" Slice #1
Place your Fabric ("Bread" Slice #1) on a
table with the right side (the best side) facing up.

"Bread" Slice #1
Place your Fabric ("Cheese") on the bottom
half of the fabric you just placed on the table.
~ Be sure the raw edges are on the outside ~
Center of Folded Fabric
Note: You can cut two pieces of "cheese" and place
"Cheese"

them on at this point and have a pocket
on each side of the pillow.
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← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← ← Place On Top
Center of Folded Fabric
Right Side View
"Cheese"
Place your last piece of Fabric ("Bread" Slice #2)
on top of both pieces of fabric you just put together
Be sure you are looking at the wrong
side of the last piece of fabric. Pin together
leaving a 1/4 " seam allowance.

← ← ← Sew around your pillow (1/4" in from the edge)
leaving an opening on the top to fill pillow don't
leave an opening on the pocket end.
Turn rightside out, fill with polly and stitch opening closed.
…. Don't over stuff :-) Happy Sewing! T :-)

